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The Amendment proposal to cap rent increases in compliance with a new inclusive aim of
the amendment “to prevent unfair excessive rent increases” by 3.5% or CPI, which ever is
the higher, does little to allay fears of excessive rent increases. Forgive me if I am
mistaken, but this guarantees the park owner a minimum increase in rent each year of
3.5%, regardless if the CPI figure is less than that amount.
Again most understand the park ownership must remain viable, and for this model of
housing to continue to expand, but for many years prior to 2022, the CPI figures have not
exceeded 2% and yet the park owners have made grand profits and this housing business
has expanded exponentially.
Despite already big profits, it seems somewhat lopsided that an Amendment seeks to
maintain a minimum annual increase of 3.5% to further boost those grand profits, a figure
which has been used already by park owners to lock some home owners into 10 year
period in amended site agreements
Surely this appears to be contrary to the new aim of the amendment of protecting home
owners, the majority of course who live on pensions or fixed income, from excessive rent
increases.
I doubt for one minute that park owners would open “their books” annually declaring their
profits, whereas most home owner’s incomes as pensioners is known for all to see.
If the the intention of 3.5% increase becomes the minimum, even if CPI drops below that
figure surely the proposed aim of the act amendment "to protect home owners from unfair
excessive rent increases” becomes obsolete.
Without a maximum cap, as has been experienced by all with some 18% increases in rent
for this market in the last 3 years and its effect on pensioner home owners, one can hardly
be expected to believe that the park owner is experiencing the same hardships from
inflation especially when all his operating costs are tax deductible.
A maximum cap of 3.5% would be a much fairer and equitable rent increase all round,
allowing as has been demonstrated by previous years, that below that figure, park owners
have been making grand profits and still increased this type of housing exponentially.
If CPI figures drop below 3.5% then that falls into line with pension increases and the
amendment aim "to protect home owners from unfair excessive rent increases" will have
its desired effect.
I am sure thousands of other home owners living in this excellent housing model will feel
their futures and investments are protected if this method of increase was to be accepted,
and has been shown that as an industry it is certainly viable with grand profits still to be
made and it would continue to expand exponentially.

Yours sincerely
Richard Homans




